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 The story revolves around the love life of a young orphan girl (played by Richa Gangopadhyay) with a painter (played by Anil Kapoor), who becomes a friend to her after he casts her shadow as his model for his paintings. The story revolves around the love life of a young orphan girl (played by Richa Gangopadhyay) with a painter (played by Anil Kapoor), who becomes a friend to her after he casts
her shadow as his model for his paintings. Filming began on 24 February 2007 in Hyderabad, India. The first scene with Ganesh in which they first meet was filmed in the temple of Mahakaleswar in Bengaluru. Other parts of the film were shot in Hyderabad, Chennai, Mumbai and in the Greek Islands. Billa is the most expensive Indian film ever made. This was done by shooting mostly on digital

video and by hiring top stars for minimal pay. The film was released in October 2007 and was well received at the box-office. Billa Official Trailer HD : Billa (2007) Hindi Movie HD Wallpapers, Billa (2007) Full HD Poster HD, Billa (2007) Hindi Movie HD Photos, Billa (2007) Hindi Movie HD Wallpaper, Billa (2007) HD Movie Poster, Billa (2007) Hindi Movie HD Photos, Billa (2007) Download
Movie HD, Billa (2007) Full HD Movie Poster HD, Billa (2007) Hindi Movie HD Wallpapers, Billa (2007) HD Poster Who is Richa Gangopadhyay? Richa Gangopadhyay (born 8 September 1974) is an Indian film actress, producer and director, known for her works in Bengali, Hindi and English language cinema. The daughter of renowned theatre personality Ushna Gangopadhyay, she made her

acting debut with the movie Sukhrati (1994), produced by Ravi Chopra, with whom she also made her debut as a producer with the movie Jab Jab Phool Khile (2001). She made her acting and producing debut with the film Jab We Met (2007), directed by Imtiaz Ali, which was a sleeper hit. She made her comeback in the Bengali film industry with the movie Oye! in 2009, which was released in 2010
and received widespread critical acclaim. Her other Bengali films include Star (2007), Mon (2009) and Mrityu (2010). Her Telugu 520fdb1ae7
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